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Dear Nigel,
I hope you are keeping well, in good spirit and having a good day.
Another interesting article came out this weekend about Operation Tiberius. Apologies if you have
already seen it, but it's worth bringing to your attention just in case you haven't. It links to what I
was saying to you on 2nd September 2010.
Please see text of article below.
Regards
Tony Farrell

Total corruption: Organised crime infiltrated and compromised UK
courts, police, HMRC, Crown Prosecution Service, prisons, and juries
A leaked Scotland Yard report disclosed in The Independent documents the near-total corruption of the British
government and justice system by organised criminals. The report documents "Operation Tiberius," which dates
to 2003, and contains a series of explosive allegations about corruption, including the sale of £50,000 "get out of
jail free cards," the buying off of juries, and the "at will" infiltration of Scotland Yard by gangs. The report quotes
a Senior Investigating Officer who said, "I feel that at the current time I cannot carry out an ethical murder
investigation without the fear of it being compromised." It claims that a Metropolitan Police detective's son was
employed as a torturer for one gang, and that the detective impeded any investigations into the gang his son
worked for and the crimes he committed.
There's no reason to suspect that the crimes documented in Tiberius stopped there, nor that they couldn't take
place today. And yet today, the political establishment sees nothing wrong with total surveillance of every person
in the country, from ubiquitous CCTVs to illegal harvesting of Internet data and mobile phone logs.
The thing that corruption stories -- even astounding ones like this -- teach us is that our systems need to
account for the possibility that the authorities are corrupt, or sloppy, or duped. Creating laws that give police and
magistrates the power to declare anything anyone does illegal, storing massive DNA databases, allowing for
secret courts and warrantless surveillance, creating unaccountable systems of censorship, and letting spies run
wild are all examples of systems designed on the presumption that the establishment is both uncorrupted and
perpetually uncorrectable. In one case identified by Tiberius, a leading criminal was acquitted of importing
cannabis after he allegedly “bought” members of the jury hearing his case. A named police officer “was involved
in some way or another”, according to the report.
Tiberius also revealed the Met was concerned at the time with a national newspaper story on the ability of the
Adams family to escape the law by penetrating the criminal justice system. In 1998, police appeared to have
finally made a breakthrough when Tommy Adams was jailed for more than seven years for importing cannabis.
However, the article cited by Tiberius stated that the “only reason the Adams family had allowed the prosecution
to succeed and had not resorted to bribery or intimidation to thwart it, was because the other brothers wanted to
teach Tommy a lesson for getting involved in crimes they had not authorised”.The article concluded: “Witnesses
terrified into silence, dodgy jurors, bent lawyers, bent policemen and bent CPS clerks – all are part of the same
cancer eating away at justice. A cure for the malady will not be easy to come by. Perhaps we should begin by
acknowledging that the patient is sick.”

The corruption of Britain: UK’s key institutions infiltrated by criminals
[Tom Harper/The Independent]

